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The development of mass. communication research in our

field', with one exception, closely parallels the

development of the rest of the field of speech as a
6

schislarly enterprise. Like the bulk of the other early

\-
gedogical ccncerns in our departments of speech, the early

conc4hs about broadcasting were centered on one goal: the

tmpro\vement of students, ability to do. This concern

affected not only what and how we taughi, but our research

as,well. Thus, just as one of the most common of the early

broadcasting courses that we offered was Radio Speech or

Speech in Radio, so ihe most commen research had to with

identifying the kial of-speaking ihat was most effective en

radio. ,

To understaWd the reasons for this historical

phenomenon, which is quite at varianCe with the history of

most disciplinds during 01:e early part of this century, it

is essential to consider 'the seeds fiop which our current

rift
progrdms in speech communication and broadcasting emerged.'

Those seeds were not acadeiic, they wera extracurricular.
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Just as our modern tneatre programs emerged in .good part
to\

from the dramatic dlubs that exista on most-campuses in the

part of this century and our modern department/of .

speech were influenced by the existence of the debating

societies, academic programs in broadcasting were probabll

inspired-*-at least in part--by the experimental campus radio

stati-ons which generally haebeen started bq some students

or professors of engineering who liked to tinker. Students

involved with tnose enterprises wanted faculty help--to

improve their skills "at announcing and producing programs

for radio. They also needed'faculty advisers to insure

continuity and direction which they were Aot getting.from
S.

the constantly chdnging group of student leadeis.

Those early. empire builders ,who created the great

departments (It,. speech--the G. E. Densmores, the Edwafd

Mabies, the Frank Rarigs, the Charles Woolbe rts, the Andrew

Weavers, and the James 01.Neills-- saw tile potential of\the

budding medium of radio and its relationsnip tc the 4eneral

field of oral communication with which they were concerned.

They undoubtedlif also saw the potential in the great

'Interest of young people in* th.is new electronic' medium to

add to,their-Trowing domains and they tool( advantage of it.

They added coupees in radio' to their curricula and then

generally converted one of their rhetoric and public address,

scholars to teach them.

Since there were a relatively few grdit empire builders

-
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/e in our field, the nrber of institutions which developed

work in bto4dcasting in these early days was limited. One
4 .

of the early teachers of broadcasting, Forest Whan,- blamed
I

this limitatiln for the meager body of .radio'research that .

was done prior to the aid-thirties (whan, 1944). He'

reported that "as late as 1933 . only 16 colleges

offered instruction in [radio] techniques." By'the end of

the decade, though, that number had lef?ed to over 360 and

by the.end of' 1940 to wall over 500.

00
Another chronicler of ihe early history df broadcasting

Ill'ieseirch'in our field, Edgar Willis, also bemoaned speech

scholars' lack of interest insradio, despite the fact that,

as" he put it, "the development of- radio broadcasting

.1

tremendously extedded the influence of oral co mmunication"

1955, .p. 261). He pOinted out that it took nine

years from the time that public radio began, which he

spotted at 1920, before_the tirst'theis about broadcasting

appeared in our field. (That was an M.A. thesis completed at

'the University of Southern California by Aatherine E. Shank

on the.topic, ,"A St,udy of the Relation of Certain Types of

Voices to Successful Radio Broadcasting.") By 1940, only 35
0

of the 1200 or more graduate theses completed4n departments 6,

of speech betWeen 1929 and 1939 dealt with some aspect of

radio--32 MAs and 3 Pass. (The PhDs were Sherman LaWton's

at Wisconsin in 1939 titled !The Basic Course in'Radio;"

.Wicared Birdts at loW2in 1S36 titled "An Analysis of t,he

0
Aims and Praciices of tne Principal Sponsors'of Education b

4
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Radio in the United States,.". dnd Rupert Cortright's at

,Michigan on "A Technique . for Beasuring Perception

Differences for Radio and Airect Audience Speaking.")

.

Two teachers of broadcasting were probably.responsible
0

/for directing pore' than' half of all 'of the/thesis and
.

dissertation research done ii speech departments-up toNOcrld

War II--Henry Ewbank at Wisconsin and H. Clay Harshbarger

Iowa.
, .

Almost all of the published articles by people from our

field, as 'Well as theses, were focussed on radio speech.

The first article that appeared in The klarterly Journal of

Amich .Was titled "Principles of Effective Radio Speaking."

That was in 1930, the author was herman Lawton. One

article a rear about radio appeared in DIS in 1931 and 1932

1

and two a year ,in 1933 and '1934. Their titles:
1

!Broadcasting and Speech Habits;" "Studies in the Techniques

of Radio Spe4cli," "Itse Radic Influences Speeche's "Rates of :

Speech in Radio Speakin" "Radio Drams 'and the Speech.

Curilculum," and "Radio Speech in the High Schools."

While the pridary focus of theses, dissertations, and

articles in our field during this period was performance, a
t

strong secondazy focus was pedagogy: hcw to use radio for

improving' instruction in general .or in some particdlar

field.

It was many years b4fore.schiolars in our field begin to

n't,......k.i11111111011Mfia,
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consider seriously the impact of radio on the larger

society, the.ways in which the forms by Which/ me communicate

affec the forms-by'which we. live. It is dificult in the

ninete n eighties to discover for certain:the reasons'for ,

i'

this narrowness of vislon f broadcasting .research in the

/

,
.

nineteen twenties and thirties. I suspect
1

it was partly due
.

to Cie fact enat the training ot ;the broadbasting teachers
t

of Wt period had ill-prepared theff.for the task. They

were 'viewing broadcasting through the lens of public.

address, rathei than through a.thedry of behavior, of

or of disgoursa that transcended mocles df comiwnication: A

second possible reaion for the hesitancy to saepart tOo far

-from other kinds of research then -gding on in tbeir .

departmentsocas that speech itself was,. Still a fledgling

field, attempting to eseatlish itsel4 in the university

community, and not yet sufficiently secure to risk the

breaking of new frontiers with totally different" kinds of

research on radio. The third, and I believe the most likely

reason' for our failure to develop impoCtant' broadcasting

sdholarship is ,that tne idea of programmatic research was-

.largely alien to departsemts of speech, and programmatic

research was needed. (To a very-great .extent, the lack of

4 progrMmmatic research remains a .problem with the mass

oommunication 'Irork , in most departments of speeal
4

-communication.)

Because of these problems--our failure to develop,

coherent prbgrams of research'and the narroi focus of the
,

4 6
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work done witkin tpeectmost of the important early

scholarshlp on broadcasting and mass comminication generally -

was done outside apartments of si)eech: in departmemig of

sociology, psychology, ,and politiCal science: Directing,

this influential research^were people ,such as Foul

Lazarsfeld, Carl Hovland,. and'Harold Lasswell. Hovland and

Lasswell were propelled into mass ccmmunication research by'

World War II when our government wanted to understand how:7
.

do a better job44 pers'uading'4assses ot American draftees
4

to put more heart into the fight. Each had dcne some work

on the maia eari.iep, but it was their Wartime work that

largely brought- them into prominence as, mass communication
4

schglars.

-Lazargfeld was involied in mass communication 1

research much efirlier, ffrst injurope, thenpin the Office

of Radio Research at Princeton, arid finally at the Bureau of

Applied Social Research at Columbia University. He affected.

our field in many' ways, moot notablr by making us lore'

soph sticated methodologicalli. He not only led the

development of many methOdq of'udymost importantly panel

analysis and uses andlgratificationsshe stimulated us to,'

be more sensitive to all ot cur research todls.

Another of the important varly influencesboth

methodologically and, to a lesser extent, substantively--was

the developing field of public opinion research. Here, the

theoretical writings of ilobert Park at Oult Umiverstty of

4

'

4
A
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Chicago were extremely impertant. Park, combining his

weriences as a professional jcurnalist with his academic

work in psychology'and sockpaogy, gave us Olportant insights

to collective.behavior and pubtic opinion. . Ohere 'Park

provided the. theory, Geoige Gali4 and his colleagues

provided many of the sophisticated *survey methods which

.became important tor the aeademix scholar of mass

communication. While a student at ,the.University of Iowa,

during his teaching years at DraN and Northwestern, and

finally throughout his decades of work ,in advertising

agencies and beading his own research firm, Gallup help.ed

not Only tc; make the'Gallup Poll a household term, but also

to meke the-practice Of polling a highly sophistica!ted art;

Research on the motion picture followed quite a

aiflerent path than bfoadcasting research. Apparently the

lirst'graduate thesis on the motion pictele was Ray Shortls

'N.A. thesis titled ftA Social. Study of'the Notion Picture"

It was completed atthe University , of Iowa in 1916, but it
.

started no instent flood of research.. It was four years

before another thesis .anout the'film was done, this one a'

.PhD at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.'

Despitetne fact tnat the development of the motion

picture preceded the develorment cf brpadcasting and that

.the firgt graduate thesis in filr prededed the first one

about radio, rasearch on the motion picture soon Lagged well

behind that on broadcasting. Raymond* Fielding attribptes
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this difference to the fact that,broadcasting found its uay

into most college and university 'curricula by the

1930s--largely by way of'speech Ad Uheatre depar).ments.

Study of the motion picture, on the other hand, did not
--

become a significant part of college 'and uRiversity

curricula until the 1950s and 60s (Fielding, 1.979).

.Because no academic field lay claim to the study of the

motion pictire, '%s, the field of speech had dcne for radio

and ,journalism had done for tbe newspaper, what lj.ttle

researCh was done on cinema originated in a greater variety

of departments. The result was that the focui of, the

research varied by institution, depending on the academic

none of the faculty member who became an early film buff:

Thus, iR the.four universities iii whicn a significant number

of film theses were done prior to 1950, that research was

largely, audio-visual work at Ohio State, production and

aesthetics at the University of Southetn California,

psychological mid child developmental.at the University of

Iowa, At largely instructional at Boston University.

As with broadcaSting, Contemporary scholarship in film

has been influenced more by the earlier work irom outside

our fielditha'n by that within it. ..lbe influences on film,,

though, are, tore froW humanitkel scholars than social

scientists. lore than anything else, the history that has

14.

shaped our film research is the history of ,literary theory

am0 research and, to.a lesser4extent, art theo,ry.

9
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'The history or mass communication reseeerch cannot/ be

discussed meaningfully wiihout noting thil disillusion/with

it in the 1950s--in good part because of,ditil/usionment

about the power of the mass pedia. The diRst priAudlive

scholars to that point had ,beccie involved with Reis

communication research because they thought the media yere

tremendously powerful and that that power could.bei harnessed
I

if we apuld just understand their interaction with people.

When these scholars failed to find the sorts of direct,

powerful effects they expect.ed, they. turned avay.from sass

'communication research and returned to more traditijnal

studi.es in their respective fields4

.1

Although it is virtually impossible to establish causal

relationships with historical data in a persuasive way f r

the skeptics--a goup within which I include myself- T am

, convinced that one perion is largely responsible for

rekindling widespread interest in Social scientifia research

on mass communication. He-was an odd persenc,to play such
,

role for he had little faith in the social sciences--he vas

more poet than scholar, preferring.thb stimulating metaphor

to observable fact, analogy to data. AI a referring, of

course, to Marshall McLuhan.

Fev of us who were doing research in maSs communication

accepted the work of licLuhan in.'the 1960s when he gained

national attention. We pointed out his inconsistencies, his

inaccuracies, the impossibility of testing his claims or,
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uch of the time, even understanding precisely vhat those

claims were. In spite of ourselves, though, he changed the

vay we looked at our vorld and, hence, the way we looked at

Our vork. He stimulated us to reconceptualize mass

communication processes which, in turn, led us to begin

asking different types of guesticns. In this way, he was

, largely .resFonsible .for the grsat resurgence in mass

communication research that we sed today and, even --viore

inportantr !or- the fact that that .research is sore

4

tteoretical. It is in good part because of Marshall

McLuhan, and the increasing body of poling scholars who have

been influenfesi, either directly.Or.indirectly by his, that

the next decade or two should be highly productive of fine

lass cosmunication reseacch.

1..1.14-11M.Mta_t_t_IMM.t's
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